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ABSTRACT 

Analysis of the sensitivity of previous negative searches for magnetic mono-

poles shows that they constitute prior evidence against the monopole interpretation 

of the event reported as "evidence for detection of a moving magnetic monopole". The 

strength of the evidence varies with the unknown mass of the monopole. For 

M < 10 GeV, odds are greater than 10 : 1 against. For larger masses, the 

limits depend strongly on assumptions about the range of monopoles and the thres

hold for detection of monopole tracks in obsidian* In no case are the odds, less 

than 8 : 1 and they may be no less than 8000 : 1 against. Since th~ reported 

event may also be due to an electrically charged heavy particle, it is probably 

not due to a monopole. 

*Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration. y\ 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This afternoon we will review the sensitivity and assumptions of the 
1-5 most sensitive monopole searches published prior to the report of Evidence 

for Detection of a Moving Magnetic Monapole." None of them detected a 

monopole. It ts appropriate to consider this prior evidence when judging the 

monopole interpretation of the event in question since the searches reviewed 

are those that would be most capable of detecting monopoles with properties 

similar to those deduced from the reported evidence. 

II. PROPERTIES OF THE REPORTED MONOPOLE 

Figure 1 taken from ref, 1 is a schematic representation of the stack 

of der.ectors in which the monopole candidate was detected. The evidence, taken 

at face value as published, indicates that i£_ the particle responsible for the 

emulsion track and Lexan etching carried a magnetic charge, then the magnitude 

of its charge would be 137e» or 2 times the minimum charged allowed in Dirac's theory, 

its velocity would be 0 = 0.5 * Q 5 and its mass would be greater than 200 m . 

Furthermore, its large mass implies that it could not have been produced in the 
a 

atmosphere and slowed to B * 0.5, and, therefore, must have been a component 

of the primary cosmic rays. The searches reviewed were sensitive to a flux of 

this type of monopole. 

III. SENSITIVITY OF PREVIOUS SEARCHES FOR MONOPOLES IN COSMIC RAYS 

The reported event way taken from a set of exposures In balloon flights 
2 

and one satellite exposure which had a combined event collecting power of 3 m -

yr. Assuming a solid angle factor of TT steradians, the one event corresponds 

to a measured flux of 3.4 x 10 cm"" sec" sr . Using this flux as an esti

mate of monopoJe flux In the cosmic rays we predict for those previous searches 

that detected no monopoles the number the-7 should have seen. This is a mean:- of 

indicating their sensitivity, the larger the number predicted, the more sensitive 
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the experiment. The results ore shown us a function of the kinetic energy oi 

the incident monopolc *.n Fig, 2. 

The sensitivity of the various experiments depend on tin* unknown r.tm-.e ?>•' 

sionopoles of a ^iven energy. We parameterized the ranju* in tenss o: an <*i roc'. i\.* 

charge N, such that., if the only energy lo-;s was due to ionization, the «•: f •• v t :ve 

charge would he equal to the actual charge, v, in units of the Kinin-m ch.irRt* a', low 

tn the Dirac theory. Of course, we expect that other energy lor.* -.ecb.m: rim*: ••i:<-!i 

as nuclear intern-.-1 i-vis or breads trahlun^ will he present no :'».ii N ": v. T!:e r:t:ij:e 

R, in g/cm , of a nonopole of kinetic energy E is then e.iven by R " £ ( O V ) SN" 

To show the variability of the .sensitivity of the experiments in jane energy !'.*<*: 

processes other th.in ionization are takt-n into account, the predictions have bvi-n 

evaluated for both N 2 and N » 20. The curves on ?it',. 2 are drawn dotted f-.*r N -

and dashed for N • 20. Where dashed and dotted curves overlap they are shown 

as solid lines. 
1-4 It is cl^ar froa ?ir,. 2 that the previous experiments ABCD, ta<cn 

p.i face v.:.lu'i r-jlc j'.:t the •icssibility that the reported event w.is due to a 

:-ir'.icle to vhith t •••-.•• --ere sensitive.. We aust consider the a-s^irrf • , T S .',rv! a:." 

1 •":-:' .it ions o r ;.!••••; • •>:;>•_• riment--«. 

CRITIQUE or yi'iinous SEARCHES 

We classify the previous experiments in categories. 

1. Positive . ignafjro experiments, in which the presence of a single 

Tnor.opcl? in z^f sajaple uould he detected. Experiments of this type 

are Ils^eJ in Tabic I, they are experiments A, B and C of Fig. 2. 

2. ?:?££»tivo signarurc experiments, in which it can be determined with 

cert.ni.nty tha: no Tionopolc has traversed a sanple by the absence of a 

http://cert.ni.nty
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signature due to a highly ionising particle. If these experiments had 

seen a signal, there is in general no way co distinguish between a signal 

due to an electrically charged particle and a magnetically charged par-

tical without further assumptions. Experiments of this type are listed 

in Table II, they are experiments D and £ of Fig. 2. 

3. Indirect evidence based on the predicted effect a flux of conopolcs 

would have on other experimental observations in the universe. Evidence 
a in of this type is listed in Table III ' and one result is shown as F on 

Fig. 2. 

In the tables we have indicated the limitations of each of the experiments 

for the detection of v • 2 monopoles. 

The positive signature experiments depend on the accumulation of monopoles 

in a sample over long periods of time. Konopole accumulation In Che lunar sample depends 

on (i) the slowinr, di»vn and rhcnnalizar ion of nonopoJcs, guaranti-i/d by tlioir intense 

<•*<•< irnnwij;:tct it.- i r, r ora-.-t Jen with Miter, and b) their bt-inj; trappi-J riUTiii!.1; 

containing ferromagnetic components. They will either be Crapped in the ordinary 

aatter or, if not, then their trapping by ferromagnetic components is ensured by 

energy conservation,1* No solid arguments have been advanced to throw doubt 

on these two assumptions. For the experiments using terrestrial .Mraples, there 

'.-. the additional assumption that the monopoics therm;.! ized in the atmosphere 

or ocean will migrate along the earth's magnetic field lines to the ocean button 

before being trapped. This also seems a reasonable hypothesis, though maybe 

ic»s certain than the previous two. 

The moncpoles would have been detected in the lunar samples by the 

current change they Induced in a closed superconducting solenoid when they were 
12 passed through the solenoid. This method does not alter the sample in any 

respect and the measurement can be repeated at will. Furthermore, the sensitivity 
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oi the detector to magnetic charge can be established without magnetic charge 

because of the identical roles played by current of magnetic charge and magnetic 

induction changes in the Maxwell equation 

V X fc c 3 C c Jm 

For the terrestrial samples of references 4 and 5, the detect-ion of 

monopoles was to be accomplished by extracting them from the sample and acceler

ating them to high energy using a large magnetic field. The monopoles would then 

be detected by their large ionization. The necessity of extracting thee and 

accelerating them to the detectors puts a limit on the monopole mass for which 
A 

this technique would work. That limit is M S 2 x 10 GeV, 

From the positive signature experiments A, B and C on Fig. 2 alone, 

*re conclude that for monopole kinetic energies less than 10 GeV and hence masses 

< 10 GeV for non relativistic monopoles like the event of ref. 6, the odds are 

greater than 1O0O : I against the event of ref. 6 beinp a monopole. 

For larger rnoropole energies and masses, the negative signature experi

ment*; give the cost restrictive limits. The obsidian sample of ref. 4 should 

have detected abou: 8,000 tracks of the type reported in ref. 6. The authors 

indicate that calibration of obsidian threshold for identification of high charge 

she aid allow the detection of v = 2 raoncpoles. However, we understand that 

•'< • 'ircshold value has been questioned on the basis of new Mipublished calcula

tions of ttonopole c:ieryv IOKS that would lead to damage in crystals. If this 

chaUen&e c.m be substantiated, th? only remaining experimental limit fror. ncga-

tJvv sign.-ii.ure experiments would come from ref. 5. Hero the detection is with 

*.-'••-:•, '.hi* s.-jme detfc-ting material î .cd in ref. 6. The odds in this case are 

on'y 3 to 1 against \:ho event of ref. b being a monopole. 

http://sign.-ii.ure
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In addition to the positive and negative signature experiment recults, 

there 's indirect evidence against such a large flux of raonopoles from an argu

ment in ref- 10 regarding the collapse of the galactic magnetic field. A flux 

of monopoles would cause the fields to decay with a tine constanc inversely 

proportional to the number density. By equating the decay time constant to 

the estimated time constant of generation of the fields (-10 years), and 

assuming a velocity B ~ 1, the "sensitivity" limit shown as F on Fiy,. J was 

deduced. The meaning i>f this limit is as follows. If the true monepole flux 

in interstellar space was 7,000 times less than that implied by the one i" c::: 

of r*i~. 6, then the galactic magnetic fields would decay as fast as they wert- sc;:-

prated. Hence» this argument indicates odds of 7000 : 1 against the event 'jeini; 

a monopole. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The results of previous monopole searches for a flux of monopoly in tni* 

cosmic rays havi- been reviewed in the lifiht of the reported ncn^:,.,!v .\i:v iiin: •-•. 

"!H- results depend on the assumed mass and range of the monopole t'.indiJ.ite. 

A«sumine -i ran̂ .e energy relationship based on N = 2 (dotted and splid curves .•: 

J'ic- 2^ and assuming the mass is of the same order of magnitude as or smaller th.iii 

its kinetic energy (as was the case for the monopole candidate) we draw the :VI lowing 

conclusions: 
A 1-3 

1. M < 2 x 10 . There are three independent experiments that zi\c odds 
> 10 : 1 against the monopole interpretation. 

2. 2 x 10 < M < 10 GeV. The Lunar experiment gives odds greater £.'•>..-

1000 : 1 against the nionopole interpretation. 

3. M > 10 . The absence of tracks in obsidian gives odds of S000 : I 

agpinst the monopole hypothesis. 

4. Any >i. The existence of galactic magnetic fields gives odds of -

7000 : 1 against the monopcle hypothesis. 
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Taking these published experiments before the reported event at face value, there 

are a priori odds greater than 8000 : 1 against the event reported in ref. 6 

being due to a magnetic monopole. 

If the threshold for detectif ;i of v - 2 nwp.opoles in the obsidian of 

ref. 4 can be effectively challenged and some way is found to either generate 

galactic magnetic fields faster or to keep monopolies from destroying these fields, 

the a priori odds can be reduced to as low as S : 1 against the candidate for 

monopole energies and masses > 10 GeV. 

Finally, the event was detected using a technique suited for a negative 

signature experiment. There Is nothing in the experiment that demands that the 

track be due to a magnetically charged particle. The event could as well have 

been due to an electrically charged particle of high enough oas^ and nay yet be 
14 explained in tenas of a known high Z nucleus. Ve conclude that the event is 

most probably not due to c magnetic oonopole. 
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TABUI 

POSinTl SIGNATUKE EXPERIHENTS 

Ha E T U I Searched 
Depth of Saavle 
_U*3& Metbod of 

Detection 
Limitations Cor 

Detecting v2 KonopoleB 

Hanfaaaae Kodalea 

Deep Sea Sedlaeate 

Solid State 
Track Deteetora 

Scintillator 
or Eauleloc 

M < -2x10 CeV 

H ' -2x10 CeV 

Kagoetlc Extract 
f rtm Georgia Clay 
Depoale Scintillator 

or Ewileion 

H < -2x10 CeV 

Lunar Soil 
and Rocks 

Measure 
Magnetic Charge 
by Induction In 
a Coil 
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WEGATIVE SIGNATURE EXPERIMENTS 

Material Searched 
Depth of Sample 

(g/cm2) 
Limitations for 

Detecting v 2 V.or.opoles 

-2.0 x 10 Threshold fcr Petectien 
cnly certain for v ? 3 

-10 Some luss of Sclid 
Anglfc for v*. 
(Threshold for v»2 has 
been questioned 'i\ ore 
of the authors. ' '' 

INDIRECT EVIDENCE 

Same material as 
used in ref. I 

Phenomenon Examined 
Limitations for Detecting 

v 2 Monopoles 

Low Rate of Muon Poor Extensive 
Air Showers and Inverse Compton 
Scattering of 3*K Black Body 
Radiation on Konopoles 

M s 2x10 GeV. Beyond this 
Maes the Flux Limits are 
Less Restrictive than those 
of Other Experiments 

Decay of the Galactic 
Magnetic Field No Limitation is Discussed 

id ref. 10. 
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FIGURES 

Figure 1. Schematic of a stack of balloon borne detectors in which an 

event was detected and reported as evidence for a magnetic 

monopole. Figure taken from ref. 6. 

Figure 2. Predictions of the number of raonopoles that would have been 

detected in previous monopole searches A, B, C, D, and E if 

the true flux of monopoles was 3.4 x 10 cm sec sr 

A, ref. 3.; B, ref. 2.; C, ref. l.j D, ref. 4.; E, ref. 5.; F, 

ref. 10., see text for the significance of this "prediction"; 

G. ref. 6. 
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